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I. Introduction 
The Coffee Industry employs roughly more than 100 million people worldwide, who live             
mainly in developing countries, where most of the coffee plantations are located (Global             
Washington, 2017). Nowadays, since this industry is becoming more popular and keeps the             
attention of travelers around the world, some developing countries have started offering coffee             
tours to enhance and support the socioeconomic development of their societies. Tanzania, is one              
example of a potential country where the combination between the Coffee and Tourism Industry              
could make a positive impact to benefit the local communities and the travelers. The country is                
rich in culture and is merely known for its famous mountain the “Kilimanjaro”, where we can                
find local villages specialized in the production of local coffee. 
Based on ​our interest to support the local communities in Tanzania, we thought about the               
creation of a local tour operator, “​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba”​, that will provide authentic and              
responsible coffee tourism for travelers who are interested to learn about coffee from bean to cup                
as well as volunteering within coffee plantations and learn about the life of the local               
communities by living with the local. In that sense, the aim of the current paper is to show that                   
through the Tourism and Coffee Industry, it is possible to create a positive impact that contribute                
to local economic development in Tanzania. Therefore, we are looking to inspire others to              
believe in the potential of these industries and the importance of organization teamwork within              
all the stakeholders involved.  
This paper will start by analyzing coffee tourism issue in Tanzania, the problem behind it               
and why coffee tourism is important. Then, we will describe our recommendation part on              
developing coffee tourism, the target market and business strategy. After that, we will explain              
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about the tours and volunteer packages as well as challenges and benefits of the program for both                 
travelers and local people.  
 
II. Analysis on Coffee Tourism Issue in Tanzania  
II.1 Current Situation of Coffee Industry in Tanzania 
a) Coffee Industry in Tanzania 
According to International Coffee Organization (2015), Tanzania is considered the fourth           
largest African coffee producing country with approximately 800,000 bags of production           
annually. With the labor force of 2.4 million farmers and workers, and 240 million coffee trees, it                 
can be determined that coffee farming has a high potential to be the key factor in developing the                  
country’s economy. Even though coffee represents for about 5% of Tanzania’s total exports and              
24% of traditional cash crops (Tanzania Coffee Board, 2012), considering the percentage of             
export, the country still made few contribution when comparing to other African countries such              
as Burundi (59%), Ethiopia (33%), and Rwanda (27%). Having 90% of domestic coffee             
exporting to other countries, the industry has been generating an annually averaged of 100              
million USD of foreign exchange earnings for the last 30 years. Moreover, with more than 90%                
of the coffee produced by smallholder, the business could benefit more than 400,000 farmer              
families and 2.4 million Tanzanians livelihoods. 
b) Geographic Location 
The geographic location of the coffee farms can be seen in many regions in Tanzania.               
Some of them are in Kilimanjaro, Arusha, Tarime, the North, some are found in Kigoma,               
Kagera, the West, and some are in ​Mbeya, Songwe, Iringa, Njombe and Ruvuma, the South               
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(​Tanzania Coffee Research Institute, n.d.). For the last thirty years, Robusta production has             
doubled in all regions. Mild Arabica production in Southern regions had also been increasing              
significantly, but it dropped severely in Northern regions (Tanzania Coffee Board, 2012). Our             
business will focus on the two coffee region in Tanzania which is in Kilimanjaro (Moshi) and                
Arusha (Nkoaranga, near Mt. Meru).  
c) Characteristics of coffee industry in Tanzania 
All of these regions have different characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, where           
several regions have a long tradition of coffee growing with rich know-how, resulting in a good                
potential in producing high quality coffee. However, some common disadvantages are the low             
yields and production, difficult accesses to finance, and the lack of advanced planting materials              
and certified inputs (Tanzania Coffee Board, 2012). In general, the difficulties for coffee farmers              
are the low share of income, high operating cost (labors and fertilizers), and the uncontrollable               
climate change. However, there are some initial movements of organic coffee farm which would              
produce more quality coffee, reduce the coffee disease, and make the farm more sustainable.  
d) Coffee Tourism in Tanzania 
Unfortunately, Despite the rich culture and tradition of making coffee, few people            
acknowledged that coffee tour can be another tool for them to increase their income. Therefore,               
coffee tourism is considerably new to the industry. ​Karlsoon, H. & J. (2009) did a research about                 
this by giving two examples of coffee tourism in Tanzania, The Cultural Tourism Program at               
Tengeru village (TCPT) and Kilimanjaro Native Cooperative Union (KNCU) in town called            
Moshi. 
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TCPT was established in 2004 with the intention to compete with other existing cultural               
tour program regarding that most of the tourists have coffee drinking habits but few know about                
how is it being grown and produced. Therefore, TCPT decided to create the coffee tour which                
allows the tourist to explore and learn about coffee growing and its history.  
KNCU was also established in 2004 with the difference of involving farmers in the              
project. Not only that the farmers need to made some initial contribution with their land, but they                 
also need to manage the surroundings and attend training programs to improve their skills in               
management, cooking and guiding. Another difference KNCU has from TCPT is that they also              
use the magnificent scenery from the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro as its selling points. Thus, with the                 
option of half day tour and overnight tour, KNCU provides its customer with a fascinating tour                
that they could learn about coffee, experience coffee making, while enjoying the view and also               
experiencing the local culture. 
 
II.2 Background - Why Coffee Tourism? 
There are several factors that we believe become our background in starting ​coffee             
tourism ​business in Tanzania and why it is important to support local economic development.  
a) Low coffee brand and recognition in International market 
In 2007, Tanzania exported about 54,000 tons of coffee beans to the International             
market but this amount is only 1% of the total world production in 2007. Compare with                
Brazil and Vietnam who delivered 2,024,400 and 957,000 tons of coffee beans in 2007              
(​Karl​soon, H & J., 2009). The quality of Tanzanian coffee might not bad compare to the                
rest of the world but their brand and profile recognition is still very low in the                
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international market. They also always been displaced behind Kenya in the coffee market             
even though the Tanzania coffee quality might be better but Kenya coffee is more              
popular in the world. There is a problem here where we can see the fact that the country                  
has a good potential in growing coffee especially in the region of Kilimanjaro and Meru,               
but the coffee production and sales are still very low.  
  
b) Increasing demand and interest in ​experiential tourism​ an​d  rural tourism 
Boniface,P. (2003) mention that there seems to be a certain group of travelers             
with the search of experiential tourism that will gain increasing knowledge and            
education. The World Tourism Organization also argue that there is an important market             
potential for rural tourism, with the expected growth rate around 6%, rural tourism             
developing faster than the overall growth rate for international tourism arrivals (World            
Trade Organization, 2009). One of the experiential tour as well as rural tourism that we               
can find and develop in Tanzania is the ​coffee tourism ​experience. Currently, there are              
two famous coffee farm tour that become a pioneer in the region called KNCU              
(Kilimanjaro Native Cooperative Union) and TCTP (The Cultural Tourism Program at           
Tengeru village). KNCU mention that they received an increasing tourist joining their            
coffee tour from 218 people in 2004 become 784 in 2005 and 1200 tourist in 2007                
(Karlsoon, H & J., 2009). By looking at this fact, we believe that there are still a lot of                   
market share and room for us to involve in this business. 
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 c) Low price of coffee, low income of coffee farmer 
We visited two coffee farm in Chagga community near Mt. Kilimanjaro and in             
Nkoaranga community near Mt. Meru. Both of the community mention that they have a              
big problem in Tanzania on the low coffee price that is not worthed to every effort that                 
they did to grow the coffee. They argue that it is very hard to grow a good quality of                   
coffee including handling the plant’s disease and some of the community decided to             
leave coffee farming and move to other businesses or growing other agricultural food. 
This fact make the coffee farmer has a very low income and very few of them                
experience a fair-trade coffee selling. Through our idea of ​coffee tourism ​combining with             
volunteering, we would like to twist this problem become an opportunity to develop             
coffee tour manage by local where the tourist also have the option to work on the                
community development project.  
 
III. Recommendation  
III.1 Business model of “Rafiki Kahawa Shamba” Coffee Tourism 
In order to understand ​“Rafiki Kahawa Shamba” business model, we will use            
Business Model Canvas by Alexander Osterwalder’s Business Model Generation         
(Osterwalder, A. & Pigneur, Y., 2010).  
The key partners for our business are the Tanzania tourist board, Tanzania Coffee             
Board (TCB), Tanzania Coffee Research Institute (TaCRI), non-profit, local farmers,          
local homestay host, online tour and volunteer marketplace, Tanzania hotels, restaurants,           
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travel agencies and also Universities as we targeted students as one of our consumers.              
The value propositions of ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​is “offering an authentic Tanzania            
coffee farm tour combining with volunteering activity and living like a local”. The             
customer segments focus on students and professional who come from outside Tanzania            
and they are in the age of 20 - 40 years old. They are also interested doing volunteering in                   
coffee farm and in search of an experiential tour with interaction with local people to               
understand their culture.  
We will gain the revenue from the coffee package price that we offer in several               
type as well as by the selling of coffee bean inside Tanzania and export it outside                
Tanzania and Africa. In addition, we will also sell local souvenirs made by the local               
people in our place.  
 
Chart 1. Business Model Canvas. 
Source: Self-made Business model canvas of “Rafiki Kahawa Shamba”  
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III.2. Coffee Tour and Volunteer Packages 
 
One of the most important facts to consider when establishing a Tour Operator is the               
creation of unique packages and tours. Coffee tourism is not only about drinking coffee but               
involved travel experiences related to coffee consumption, history, traditions, production, and           
culture (Jolliffee, L., 2010). Since ​Rafiki Tours ​wants to provide an exceptional and authentic              
customized service, we design the following first potential packages to offer to our guests: 
 
Tour Type, 
Location 
Days Description 
(All tour package include a free bag of fresh roasted 
organic coffee from the farm that you visited) 
Price for package 
A day as a 
coffee farmer 
 
Nkoaranga (Mt. 
Meru or  
Moshi (Mt. 
Kilimanjaro) 
1 A day trip to visit local organic and fair-trade coffee farm.           
Have your homemade Tanzanian authentic lunch, meet the        
farmers and learn about the uniqueness of the Tanzanian         
organic coffee from bean to cup. Learn the traditional and          
modern way to process a coffee bean and meet the local           
family. Visit the cultural heritage sites, market, school in the          
village. 
1 pax:             120 USD 
2-3 pax:          70 USD 
4-5 pax:          55USD 
6 - more pax:  45USD 
3 Days 
experiencing the 
coffee life  
 
Nkoaranga (Mt.  
Meru or  
Moshi (Mt.  
Kilimanjaro) 
3 Explore the secrets of the coffee plantations in unique         
villages in Tanzania by volunteer 2 days in organic coffee          
farm and learn the traditional and modern way to process a           
coffee bean . Staying 2 nights with your host family and           
learn about their culture. Immerse yourself with the local         
Tanzanian life and get the most of your coffee experience          
surrounded by nature. The package also includes visit the         
cultural heritage sites, market, school in the village. 
1 pax:             240 USD 
2-3 pax:          200 USD 
4-5 pax:          180USD 
6 - more pax:  150USD 
1 Week Coffee   
Route heading  
the Kilimanjaro 
 
Moshi (Mt.  
Kilimanjaro) 
7 Experience an off the beaten path adventure including        
soft hikes, remote villages, volunteer in organic coffee        
farm and homestays with local families while heading        
the Kilimanjaro Mountain. Hike through remote coffee       
plantations, relax in the nature, learn about your host         
families culture and discover the secrets of the        
production of coffee in Tanzania. The package also        
includes visit the cultural heritage sites, market, school in         
the village. 
1 pax:            350 USD 
2-3 pax:          300 USD 
4-5 pax:          250 USD 
6 - more pax:  200USD 
2 Weeks Off the 
beaten path 
living like a 
local  
 
14  Immerse yourself within the coffee plantations while       
learning about coffee, tanzanian life and culture and        
volunteering in the organic coffee farms. A unique        
experience to learn about other society and live a         
2 - 4 pax:        700 USD 
5 - 7 pax:        600 USD 
8 -12 pax:       550 USD 
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Nkoaranga (Mt.  
Meru or  
Moshi (Mt.  
Kilimanjaro) 
different life. Get out of your comfort zone and open          
your mind to new ways of lives to learn and get more            
innovative while contributing with other communities      
and making a positive change to our planet. ​The         
package also includes visit the cultural heritage sites,        
market, school in the village. 
 
Chart 2: Program Coffee Tours Proposal.  
Source: Self-made by Rafiki Kahawa Shamba group 
 
We also offer a seasonal travel package in the Harvest time so that the traveler can                
involve in the coffee harvesting process which also have a special tradition in Tanzania. This               
will be an attractive time for travelers to volunteer in an organic coffee farm and work together                 
with the local farmers in harvesting the coffee production. In addition, ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba              
will provide personalized tours for travelers or volunteers willing to adequate their itinerary             
according to their time and needs. 
 
III.3 Target Market and Strategy  
 
Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​aims to target merely groups of students and young travellers             
interested in coffee and experiencing different cultures, travellers that are looking for            
experiences to better understand other society life. However, ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​will also             
provide individual tours and smaller groups coffee tours for other guests that are willing to learn                
about the coffee plantations and the communities while having fun and staying a shorter time               
with a local family. The idea is to provide a unique emotional experience, creating an               
environment where the local families could feel comfortable with the guests and the travelers              
could enrich their knowledge and become open minded towards a different cultures.. Therefore,             
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Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​willing to show the importance of living in communities to enhance              
teamwork, leadership, organizational skills, and happiness.  
With this value proposition, ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​will approach the targeted group            
through several channels such as social media and online marketplace, Boston city based             
universities’ program, travel agencies, and volunteer or charity organization. 
a) Website, Social Media and Online Market Place 
In order to advertise our company, ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba will be promoting and             
updating news through social media platform such as twitter (http://twitter.com/rafikikahawa),          
Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/rafikikahawa/), as well as on our own website         
(http://rafikikahawa.wordpress.com). Not only that it can easily approach our targeted group, but            
it also allows us to send our messages timely and efficiently throughout the world. We will                
consistently update the photos and use hashtag as a tool to market the tour to several target                 
group. For the online marketplace, we will partner with several online travel and volunteer              
marketplace to promote our program such as TripAdvisor, Expedia, Airbnb, withlocals.com,           
volunteerHQ.org, vsointernational.org, globalvolunteers.org, and other.  
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 Image 1. Rafiki Kahawa Shamba Instagram Image 2. Rafiki Kahawa Shamba Twitter 
Source: Self-made Source:Self-made  
 
Image 3. Rafiki Kahawa Shamba Website 
    Source: Self-made  
 
 
b) University Program Partnership 
As a channel to approach the target group, ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba will provide a              
customized student tour for university’s program. Since our office will be based in Boston city               
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which contain up to 35 colleges and universities in the city, we will first approach the big                 
universities that values global experience such as Boston University, Massachusetts Institute of            
Technology, Harvard University, University of Massachusetts, Babson College. By partnering          
with global experience programs at such universities annually, we will be able to personalised              
the tour based on the purpose of each program in special prices. The expected benefit from this is                  
not only financially but also from the students’ research for applying in research and              
development of the coffee industry and the country itself. 
 
 
c) Travel Agencies 
Through our network and connections we made in tourism industry, Rafiki Kahawa 
Shamba will create partnership program with travel agencies based in Boston City and Tanzania. 
The travel agencies will promote our package to their client and we will give incentive for the 
successful booked. By doing the word of mouth and reviews, we will be able gain more 
opportunity in expanding the market while developing our business model to sustain the 
program. 
d) Volunteer and Charity Organization 
Due to the existing interest in giving, sharing and serving the community, we think              
volunteers and charity organization will be an appropriate approach in promoting cultural tour             
that would support Tanzania’s economy. For instance, Rotary International is a huge global             
charities with 33,000 clubs in over 200 countries all around the world that has supporting               
education and growing local economies as its focus area. Another example is Global Vision              
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International (GVI) which has 25,000 volunteers overseas with various programs ranging from            
animal care to education. Therefore, by promoting the tour through this channel, the coffee              
industry or even the country itself would be provided with more opportunity in gaining              
sponsorship and participations from such organizations for the program. 
 
IV. Challenges and Benefit 
 
IV.1. Challenges of the program 
 
Some of the challenges that we think that ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​could face are              
characterized in five facts that involve (1) language, (2) cultural differences, (3) the management              
or distribution of the income, (4) Human Resources and (5) Marketing strategies to target our               
consumers. 
First, ​language barrier. ​Because some of the Tanzanian homestays are not familiar with              
the English language. For that reason, ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​will work with Coffee Operators              
who have specialized guides that could support the communication between the homestays and             
the travelers. In that way, neither the traveler and the local families would feel uncomfortable.               
Moreover, as part of the sustainable approach of ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​it is planned to offer                
education programs to the families in a future to improve the touristic service.  
Second, ​cultural differences ​because the western culture has a more open-minded and            
liberal ​behaviour different from Tanzanian communities. ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​aims to            
educate the local families about western culture and the importance to not adopt other              
behaviours. The idea is that the local communities behave like they do every time and look at                 
their guests as friends and a way to learn different ways of living. Since education is a barrier,                  
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travelers would also be advised to understand Tanzanian communities and behave accordingly to             
avoid any cultural shocks with the local families.  
Third, ​the management and distribution of the income ​is a delicate issue that most of the                
current Tour Operators in Tanzania are facing. For ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​we think to establish               
an agreement with the local communities and educate them to understand how to distribute the               
money they earn with tourism through the coffee cooperation in Mt. Meru and Mt. Kilimanjaro.               
The coffee cooperation wills have a leader,or coordinator and the idea is that all the members of                 
the communities are merely involved in the decisions and participate somehow to avoid revenue              
problems. The community will also decide the social project that they want to work on in the                 
specific year using the revenue from the coffee tourism. ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​seeks to provide               
support with the distribution of the income and educate the local families to spend properly the                
money they earn. That is why ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba ​would start working with elected              
homestays picked based on research and personal experience. In that way, ​Rafiki Kahawa             
Shamba ​could growth step by step providing a high quality service to their guests. 
Fourth, Human Resources management would also impact our business. Since ​Rafiki           
Kahawa Shamba ​will work directly with farmers, it is the aim of our company to train the coffee                  
farmers to serve according to our high quality standards. It would be a challenge to guide and                 
train the coffee farmers and pick the right people to work for our business. As an example, local                  
Tanzanian people who lives on farms, tend to have less education, which might complicate the               
training understanding and farmer performance.  
Finally, we found that the Marketing factor would also be a potential challenge for ​Rafiki               
Kahawa Shamba. ​Since we ​will target travelers interested in coffee tourism and local             
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engagement, we need to implement an effective marketing technique that could differentiate our             
service from the competitors. We need to convince our guests that Tanzania is not only about                
“safaris” or “Maasai” but it also unique cultural experiences to offer like coffee-community             
tourism.  
IV.2 Benefit of the program 
Since we are not only doing business to make money, we have several goals to make a                 
significant impact to local economic development in Tanzania through coffee tourism. Here are             
some of the benefit that we hope can be impacted from the program:  
 
a) Economic Benefit 
● Generate income for locals 
○ For farmer: ​They get income from being a guide in their coffee farm or              
being a supervisor in volunteering activity 
○ For local homestay host: ​Host family get income from renting their           
house as local homestay for traveler 
○ For local businesses​: They get impacted from tourism activity as traveler           
purchase food, souvenirs, and other needs.  
● Create more employment and economic growth in the region 
● This can be the opportunity to link fair-trade coffee buyers or consumers and the              
coffee producers directly 
b) Social and Cultural Benefit 
● Broaden global perspective and cultural understanding for both locals and traveler 
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● Increase the brand awareness of Tanzania coffee and create a local identity 
● Increase the pride of local community towards Tanzania coffee (including          
increase the habit of drinking their own coffee) as well as cultural heritage that              
has been in the community since long time ago 
● Contribute to community development project to overcome social problem in the           
village 
 
 
 
c) Environmental & Infrastructure Benefit 
● Contribute to the conservation of environmental resources especially the coffee          
farm, this program will develop more organic coffee production in the region as             
well as encourage the practice of sustainable farming and produce quality coffee 
● Contribute to the cost of public facilities and social infrastructure such as roads,             
water, communication 
● Contribute to local resident amenities such as recreational facilities, art and           
culture services, schools and public transport 
● Educating the traveler about food production and sustainable farming 
 
V. Conclusion 
With the goal of introducing a new product that would support local economic             
development in Tanzania, the paper first determined the importance and growth potential in             
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coffee industry in Tanzania. Despite the fact that it is the fourth largest coffee producer in Africa,                 
Tanzania still needs to expand the industry through tourism due the low brand recognition in               
international market, the increase of demand in local tourism and the low income of farmers. 
Therefore, based on the analysis and the authors’ personal experience, the paper has             
introduced the idea of organic coffee tour name ​Rafiki Kahawa Shamba. The paper has explained               
the business model by using business model canvas to identify key elements in the business.               
Based on the model, the company was offering the coffee farm tour and volunteer with four                
types of packages varying in the length of the tour, the activities, and the price. With the target                  
group of students and young travellers, the company strategy is to promote the tour through               
social media and online marketplace, Boston-based universities’ global programs, travel          
agencies, and volunteer or charities organization. Through this strategy the company are not only              
focusing on the financial profit but also the social and economic benefit.  
However, there are several challenges in implementing this business, which is the            
language barrier, cultural difference, and the management and distribution of income. Regarding            
such situation, the company decided to focus on the niche market and contribute in creating a                
unique business to differentiate itself with other competitors.  
Despite the challenges, the company believes that the business would benefit the            
community in economy, social and cultural, as well as environment aspect. Therefore, the             
efficient development of such business or program would influence the society in many ways              
from individual level through national level. Once the company success, there will be other              
competitors who either follow the model or create an innovative and unique ideas. Either way, it                
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can leads to the increase of income, employment rate, foreign exchange earnings and eventually              
impact the economic development in Tanzania. 
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